Surveillance , Artificial Intellligence and the Jewish "God"
-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
Greetings to all our Satanic Comrades and Family.
A long time ago, Satan and Lilith related to me something fundamental about the
enemy, which obviously has to do with the title of this post. The enemy has much
weight pushed on what is called as "Surveillance". This thing has many levels, and is
a different thing in many places. It can be from a harmless shop camera which is
good, to a mass thought in the mind of humanity that somehow, all people are
monitored by "god".
What's important is to understand the idea behind of this. First of all, this idea about
an "all seeing" and "all knowing" piece of garbage that sits on the sky, is a jew,
observes every thought and knows even your last and smallest thought. Now, this is
obviously not a spiritual asset of any entity, let alone a positive one, because the
enemy "god" is nothing but a judge, punisher and a jewish imbecile, whose only
"purpose" is to enslave, kill, murder and judge the "goyim" for any "misbehavior"
against "itself" and the "Chosen of God".
The thing to understand behind this is the central idea: It makes people neurotic.
People are brainwashed to think that every of their thought is being monitored, that
what they say is always listened by someone else, every little thing they do will be
held against them in the "court of heaven" and the list goes. This thing down the road
has filled mental asylums, people with guilt, fear, repression and the list goes.
This is a powerful idea since most of the time, and especially in times of the past,
people didn't have any spiritual knowledge or physical understanding, so they just
bought the idea that some all-pervading jewish power was sitting at the clouds,
monitoring all they did. Sometimes this guilt would manifest mental or physical
diseases, self-induced diseases and all sorts of other stuff. The local pastor or local
priest of course, would just pin the cause to "an act of god" or a "sin", making in the
minds of people that they are always somehow, wrong, guilty and must be held
accountable. Slowly the ground was becoming ripe of what would come after, which
is what many can call as the "Orwellian Nightmare" in the making.
Cellphones, computers, and any all other devices we "use", or even
"Facebook"/"Twitter" and anything else, as most people with half a brain know, are or
can be tapped at anytime, anyplace, anywhere. This is a manifestation of the jewish
psychopathology and their innate insanity of wanting to control all information, all
knowledge and know everything that humanity has inside it. They want to know your
personal life, what your likes and dislikes are and the list goes. The more knowledge
is amassed, the more power can be ushered, as with knowledge one gets the power to
predict, control and manipulate as they see fit. While the Satanic WWW and
technology are meant to be Aquarian and liberating, don't think that the paranoid
yiddish do see these things that way. With the same ancient hatred, these are just
means for war against the Gentile mind, to project jewish messages, take over
humanity and the list goes. Just go see some hollywood, their occult shit they do

therein, open the whole of the web to see all of the jewish crap, open any serious book
and look at the "editors" tab, or just look elsewhere, to see the depth of this control
going on. The enemy doesn't give a fuck about advancement. They only give a fuck
about their sole mission, which is to in one or another way enslave the Goyim
populace.
As you know, jewish muck never ends, so we have to re-run about some stuff we have
already said, but there is also new information here as well.
So the jews cut you off the reality of splendor and beauty, that of the Astral level,
your immortalized body that can happen in the physical, or your abilities that are
inherent and spiritual and the enemy wants to cut from you, only to sell you these
later in big $$$ prices when you work for them, or for some digital reality, so you can
be a digital slave. This is no different than how people had to pay the “pope” to
absolve their “sins” which they never had.
Now many of you remember this old post about the crazy jew "Kurzweil" of google,
who wanted to transplant his own brain into a machine body, and create a digital
reality out of this to exist in. Satan and Lilith urged me to reveal about all of that, as
this is very potentially serious. Yes, this is fucking REAL. The enemy wants to create
an artificial reality and lock people in, also lock themselves and everything else. This
is not a fucking joke, or a movie. What you see in movies is just half of it. It may
seem as such to any sensible person, but it is NOT to the jews. They actually plan that
shit...
In the book "Apocalyptic AI: Visions of heaven in robotics, artificial intelligence, and
virtual reality." The authors write shit like:
"The impure bodies of the world are mortal. God promises a new body, one that
belongs in the New Jerusalem. Reconfigured bodies will combine humanity with the
divine glory of the celestial realm. These bodies will be eternal, perfect and
immortal...Just like the world to which they go." <- The "uploading" of a brain into a
new body, a mechanical one, etc.
But a review as well.
http://www.kurzweilai.net/apocalyptic-ai
"Apocalyptic AI: Visions of heaven in robotics, artificial intelligence, and virtual
reality
March 31, 2010
Geraci defines Apocalyptic AI as a modern cultural and religious trend originating in
the popular science press: “Popular science authors in robotics and artificial
intelligence have become the most influential spokespeople for apocalyptic theology
in the Western world. Apocalyptic AI advocates promise that in the very near future
technological progress will allow us to build supremely intelligent machines and to
copy our own minds into machines so that we can live forever in a virtual realm of
cyberspace.

“Ultimately, the promises of Apocalyptic AI are almost identical to those of Jewish
and Christian apocalyptic traditions. Should they come true, the world will be, once
again, a place of magic.”
ANYWAY, DO I GET MY POINT ACROSS? ALL TECHNOLOGY TO THE JEW
IS JUST A MEANS TO ENSLAVE AND DESTROY HUMANITY AND
NOTHING ELSE. ITS THE SAME PRIMAL LIZARD IN NEW CLOTHING
THAT IS ON THE SAME MISSION: ENSLAVE, WEAKEN DOWN, DUMB
DOWN AND ULTIMATELY DESTROY HUMANITY. DOESNT MATTER IF IT
IS 2016 "BC" or 2166
Most people aren't even aware of this and have been brainwashed to such a depth that
they consider it cool, or awesome, or a product of the times to just give out knowledge
about themselves freely, share their lives online, or do anything else they want to do
for the social mindset. Technology is fun and cool, but nobody thinks about any
danger or stuff. This is like drugs where only the positive is emphasized, while the
negative is buried down under rugs, until people find out the bad way, only too late to
find out. Though the only one that really gains from this process, is the enemy,
because they simply keep amassing power and information, workload and such.
Obviously, this could be used in a good way, or not be mandatory, but we are dealing
with jews here, who by their own fruit and by their own word, are revealing that they
as a collective ("God") are meant to control, know and exercise complete and total
slave like Communist dominion over the lot of the "Goyim", or the Animals, which
are the non-jews.
Now on the bottom of it, this idea is somehow rooted in your acceptance of this thing.
Obviously, I don't advise people to turn into cavemen, but obviously, keep your
secrets to yourself. Live life outside, like a human being, and not online or somewhere
else. This slowly escalates to where people will be willingly locked in a freaking
digital reality, just because from over-listening to the jew, they have completely lost
track of the pleasure of any reality such as...reality. And unfortunately, the new
"digital" worlds where many will want to enter, will be owned and run by the jews.
Who will be hitting commands like a video game on top of the goyim, fucking with
your new reality from their bed's comfort. Sci-fi much? I wasn't the first to think
about it. It seems like the jews themselves came up with this idea closely to 20 years
ago, on the rise of the digital age. A movie like the Surrogates, or the Matrix, it can
give you some insight into this.
The jews work in a very apparent way with this. Take for instance the sun. If someone
convinces people they are equal to the sun, they can pass themselves as like life givers
and the list goes. It might be true in some cases, but in other cases like the jewish one,
its a lie.
The enemy has placed themselves on an "equal" level, which they call "god",
subconsciously tying themselves to the "all seeing" power the xians believe that
actually exists. So in their mind, this sort of power of surveillance is somewhat
rightful to exist. I mean after all “god” looks over anything you are and do. The Xian
Goyim and the other idiots, they don't have much to hide about anyway, because most
of them don't even have a life to begin with.

Then, who cares if guy X has all the knowledge in the world about you, if they don't
act on it. Then, why not give them knowledge, since for instance they help you, or,
they provide you with technology and stuff. But this is not a right way of thinking the
matter folks. You are giving them your hard earned money from it, you buy
something, and it should be yours. Can anyone say they are 100% sure, that their
technology is not being tapped to no end? Does it really belong to you?
The last time I checked every machine can be tapped in anyway, and in ways that
totally wreck your so called "privacy", which turns the issue into you paying to get
your privacy fucked, over a small benefit. I suggest whomever is grown up to
consider this and try to guard themselves against it. This is totally ABNORMAL and
SICKENING. Now if people consider that any fat jew from Israel or elsewhere is
SUPPOSED by any DIVINE mandate to be able to have "in" to all this information or
knowledge, or that this is something like a natural outcome (such as them controlling
all your news, your political polls, all the books your read, all the philosophies you
read, etc) then woe to the stupidity of these beings, for they are willing slaves. This is
NOT technological advancement, this is perversion and this is the most certain way
for people to live the Orwellian Nightmare physically.
Another one. Now, imagine there is a camera. This camera is supposed to watch you
24/7, without fail. At least this is what you have been told since you are young. This
happens over some years. You know you have to act in certain ways in fear the
camera will see you. It doesn't matter if it’s actually opened or closed after a point, as
you will not even know, and everyone is inspected by some camera, so that nobody
really knows. Not before long, you will internalize this way of acting in accordance to
what you MUST do, whether the camera is on or off, or whether is legit or not to act
in this way. Whether a person is behind it or not. Whether you will be "judged" for
what you do or not. Since you will simply, not know. Others don't know either,
because they have the same issue with this camera. The same thing is with "God", as
the enemy always says that "god" sees you.
But when you "sin" or anything, or when people do evil shit and get away with it, you
start of realizing that this is a lie, don't you? Most people know that "god watches
them as they masturbate" but they do it anyway. Sometimes with guilt or whatnot, but
the point remains the same: if you "step off" a bit, you realize that this wasn't real. In
the back of the mind though, because the jew puts "afterlife" threats, people
programmed by the jews are always afraid of what "if" this thing exists. They are just
damning themselves by their own power, ignorance, or fear. The jew just lies and
laughs at them.
The same thinking is behind the monotheistic idea of "god". The jews by inventing
the idea of "one god" that "sees everything" and is a "jew" and that will supposedly
punish anyone, they created this neurosis in people, who due to lack of knowledge did
make the jews into a powerful monster by their own fear, made them and their "god"
powerful, elevated them into high status and stuff, acting out of fear and lack of
knowledge.
After all they trusted the jew who said their "god" can see anything and do anything.
As they utilized the spiritual knowledge stolen by Aryan civilizations, they could also
pull a "miracle" or two, so the masses got even more convinced and eventually did

succumb. Obviously this "god" they have can't act on his own in any way, shape or
form. The Rabbis state it on their own, that "God" is their pet and they command it.
They know it’s a though-form.
They at the same time claim about how the Demons can think and they went "against"
this though-form, or anything else, proving on their own that the Gods of the Ancient
people are real, sentient beings and not simply energies. Our Gods can be found in
nature and each God is allegorically tied in every force. It makes sense that other
beings evolved and created us.
As about their jewish imbecile on the heavens, everyone questions it. Lies don't have
to make sense, or they have to only halfway make sense, then you have to add more
lies to the recipe, which is exactly what xianity is. It can't be found in nature, you
would never figure out it exists, or that a jew made up the universe. They came to tell
you about it, force feed it down your throat and the list goes.
If this process goes down the road, what in the blueprint of jewish world domination
(bible) is called as "Sin" will just be replaced to "What the jews want you to do" and
"what they don't want you to do". The camera will be replaced by a microchip or
some other technology that has "in" to your head, the central computer connecting all
the cameras will be like "God" (a device of domination and nothing more), the
"watchers" will be replaced by the jews and the guy being watched will be replaced
by you or your neighbor etc. Law replaced by what is "legal" like today (like how in
so many places its illegal to stand up for your own people, or even question the
"holocau$t"), there must be something parallel to a punishment.
The "fire falling from the heavens" and hte "afterlife" threats though, will no longer
be a product of the "afterlife", but you will pay here and now. Probably the chip will
somehow explode, leaving you paralyzed, or whatever else insanity a yiddish can
think about. This is the end goal of communism. The only reason they didn't pull it
out earlier, was simply because lack of knowledge and technical ability on their
behalf. They did other things though, such as labelling people like pigs with numbers
in the USSR, constant surveillance and the list goes.
Now to close with something even more disgusting. The enemy however some people
may call them crazy or not, they literally believe in these things. They actually await
some sort of intelligence to come and rule with them, with an iron rod, destroying
even the beings who think against them. According to the jewish fable, only 144,000
jews will rule the planet, with 2800 slaves each. All other people will "die" at the
coming of the "Messiach". This might seem like stupid superstition, and surely if we
keep up with the Reversal Torah Rituals, this future will never come. But weren't it of
any opposition, this future would just come, because there would be no other
opposing forces. The enemy always rants and raves about how "god" or their "god" is
not a being or some ordinary intelligence, but something paralleling an artificial
intelligence. This is why "god" is so far and "Disgusted" from "humanity" and all that
crap. He literally wants to put you to burn in "hell" for no reason whatsoever.

This is why the bible and all their works are so mechanistic and impossible to be

adhered to for any length of time. It does have to do nothing with Humanity, this is
why this program is so adverse to us and destroys humans like this. This is a life
hating program. Now the enemy complains about how they cannot "impose" this
order to all beings, so they are basically trying to come up with alternate ways. I read
somewhere long ago, that scientists in Israel are trying to come up with a program,
named "New Jerusalem" and teach it like an AI, to judge about the laws of the Torah
and such.
Now all of this happens progressively. Of course much technology is good for us,
welcome and positive. Nobody can say otherwise. But what about all this emphasis
into a fake reality, like the Virtual Reality headsets and everything? Virtual reality
porn even? And all these things? Now this shortly seems to escalate towards
somewhere else. Locking humanity inside a lie all together. And however funny it
may sound, I don’t know, but the jews don’t seem to look at this in the same way, at
all.
Now imagine if this insane implementation came in with the microchips or some
alternate reality. Sci-fi much? No. This has been again happening in movies. Lots of
different scripts, lots of different movies, and I don't have the time to see all of
them, but in the bottom of the boiler lies the same jewish muck: Global control,
global enslavement, jews at the top, humanity and the planet gone and destroyed,
under machines, under famines, under whatever. Because humanity was "so
stupid", sort of like it deserved all of it. It all starts in an innocent and innovative
way, then some sort of crazy jewish scientist or madman gets a hold of stuff and
then shit goes into disaster, some "unfortunate event" happens and such... The
bottom of it is ALL the same.
If one reads about the backstory of the Matrix movie for instance, "humanity" came
up with Artificial intelligence. All was fine and good until some robot accidentally
killed a human being. Shortly robot intelligence took life on its own in a very peculiar
way, being able to understand, judge and act, amass information etc. Soon enough, it
taught itself all the necessary stuff that it needed to know about humanity. Being a
computer thing, it didn't have all the "weaknesses" that humans possessed like
emotions, "fear" or anything else and such. Long story short things escalated in
decades and the machines overtook humans. Behind this whole movie that was
written by jews and the backstory of it, also behind the whole of hollywood, you can
see the same underlying motto. Death, slavery, destruction of the planet, etc etc...
http://www.jpost.com/Blogs/Unleavened-M ... tal-439238
One last thing: Technology is meant to serve us and it’s not meant to be bad in
anyway, shape or form. Satan and the Gods want us to have FREEING technology,
that leaves us INDEPENDENT and IN CONTROL of it as persons and as Humanity
as a whole. Real implementations of the divine. Not bullshit to escape from a sorry
existence and destroy ourselves in some fake world or something. But this is like a
knife that falls into a jewish arm on dinner between the Gentile Races of the planet.
The enemy will just use the knife to stab anyone in their proximity. Why? There is no
why. Because that's the nature of the jew.
Others are buried under all this darkness the enemy projects at them, only thinking

about bullshit and simple stuff, but the matter is that many people here know how indepth all of this insanity goes. And we are the people that can heal the world from
this.

Work on the Reverse Torah Rituals so that none of
these jewish insanities and depravities will never
manifest, in any level, above or below.
-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666

